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What the heck?
Ok. But still the topics do not...
You and neopherus Oct 17
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Help me almighty server god!
Very appreciated, thank you
for...
You and Keenan

Oct 17
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Is that true?
You don't have any contact to...
You and Zarame Oct 17

8

mimimi
my glitched dye got �xed i...
Muzukurin and you Oct 17

1

hi
Hi
Andru and you Oct 16
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Nothing got answered.

  2 members active in this conversation (including you)

Retrograde  
Read: October 16, 2020  

Platyna 
Read: October 16, 2020   

Report replyPlatyna  479

Started conversation: October 16, 2020

Nothing got answered, none of my suggestions. No developer even
bothered to tell me that they suck. 
 
So much time and money was ruined just because someone decided
that one particular colour of dye is a bad one.  
 

  Quote  Edit

Report replyRetrograde  11756

Replied: October 16, 2020

You had both myself and Ostentatio respond and point out the basis
of your argument is built around the exploited dye. 
 
This matter is over Platyna, you have gotten your answer, even if you
dislike it. 

  Quote

Report replyPlatyna  479

Replied: October 16, 2020

I posted at least several useful and nice suggestions and none of it
was responded. Especially you never responded to the fact why I can't
get a perfect dye of any colour in game but not black. 
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You people just decided a certain colour is a bad colour and ruined
my ship collection just because. I put a lot of heart, time and money
into it and it was blown up, just because I can't put a dye from two
small barrels to a big barrel. 
 
I wonder how players are now supposed to trust the development
team. I blew 3g into it, 140 euro a month, and I can't (suddenly) even
have a corbita in a colour I like. 
 
What the hell guys? 
 
I see no point of playing Wurm any more, you spent countless hours
(�nd me a player who spent more time in game during the last half a
year) and it all suddenly gets ruined and you learn you are a
bug exploiter.
 
Seriously guys, what the hell?  
 
 

  Quote  Edit

Report replyRetrograde  11756

Replied: October 16, 2020

Your argument is that you are using exploited dye and you have a less
than perfect result. 
 
your anger should be directed at the person who sold you the
exploited dye, not us. 
 
2/2/2 is absolutely indistinguishable from 1/1/1 and you cannot claim
otherwise. 
 
I'm aware ASD makes it di�cult to accept change like this, but in this
instance you need to understand the facts behind the change and that
this was an exploit. 

  Quote

Report replyPlatyna  479

Replied: October 16, 2020

I can have a perfect dye of ANY COLOUR but black. And I put 3g and 5
months of my work into a ship collection. I see no reason to blame a
person who sold me the dye, they advertised on a public, moderated,
o�cial trade channel. He has hidden nothing from you.
 
Anyway, I will order 20 lava tiles, burn my possessions to the ground
and quit. Enough is enough. I am here only because I have my
subscription paid up to May 2021 it was a stupid thing to do, and feel
bad, as I would never buy so much premium if I knew such things like
the above can happen. 
 
You have shown me clearly that a devout fan, who does a lot of work
for the community and who pays 140 euro a month is worth less than
dust. 
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Report replyRetrograde  11756

Replied: October 16, 2020

you can also have a perfect dye of black. 
 
99ql black mixed with 99ql black will create 1/1/1 99ql black. 
 
you cannot use the old exploited stock to have that however

  Quote
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Replied: October 16, 2020

I don't have QL99 black, I can't even buy it. I have what I have that I
spent a lot of money for because RGB 1 1 1 dye wasn't cheap even
before "the �x". There is 1 L of RGB 1 1 1 black that exist in the game
after the "�x". 1 litre! In 18 years old game with hundreds of extreme
players!
 
As I wrote on the thread - you like perfect RGB of any colour - you can
get as much as you want, unless it is black - then you are a bloody bug
exploiter, go sit in the corner.
 
Seriously, what the hell. 
 
Not to mention because of what development team did a lot of big
powerful players blame me for their 80% stock loss and therefore
hate me. 

  Quote  Edit
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